
Cannabis Law Group
Looking forward to legal, recreational cannabis in New Jersey?  We are ready. 

While we wait for the state to pass legislation to facilitate a legal, regulated cannabis marketplace, let’s talk. We are Brach Eichler, 
one of the pioneers of cannabis law in the state of New Jersey. And with a multidisciplinary team consisting of attorneys in health 
law, real estate, land use, corporate transactions, labor and employment and more, we can help you secure a foothold in the market 
as it evolves.

The future of cannabis in New Jersey is uncertain and complex. State legislation is just beginning to take shape and is expected to 
rapidly change how companies will operate. Businesses and individuals hoping to participate in the cannabis market face a very 
difficult journey from a legal and regulatory standpoint. 

Brach Eichler’s Cannabis Law Group provides a wide variety of services, including:

• Representing our clients’ desired outcomes for their participation in the cannabis industry as new legislation begins to emerge

• Providing insight and advice for the multitude of legal and regulatory complexities

• Giving clients a strong advantage through access to a coordinated team of subject matter experts

• Identifying new windows of opportunity within the cannabis marketplace 

If you’d like to learn more about how Brach Eichler can position you for success in New Jersey’s cannabis industry, please call our 
Cannabis Law Group Co-Chairs: John Fanburg at 973-403-3107 or Charles Gormally at 973-403-3111.
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About Brach Eichler Cannabis Law

Brach Eichler, a full-service law firm based in Roseland, NJ, is uniquely situated to provide advice and guidance across a wide 
range of business groups that may be interested in diversifying into the emerging cannabusiness market opportunity. Over the  
past 50 years, the firm’s practitioners have built trusted, personal relationships with their clients, rendering advice that is  
business-savvy and creative, yet practical. The firm’s attorneys are thought leaders in their industries, known for “getting the  
deal done” with their clients’ interests well represented and always top of mind. These qualities will be especially useful as  
New Jersey moves forward to develop a cannabis marketplace. This opportunity will be advantaged by the strength of Brach 
Eichler’s resident health, corporate formation, regulatory, compliance, land use, employment, tax, and real estate capabilities.  
For more information, please visit www.bracheichler.com.

Attorney Advertising
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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